While you are waiting for the next season of *The Last Kingdom*

**History..... Power.....Destiny**

**Read:**

- *The Constant Princess* (Tudors Series 1); by: Philippa Gregory
- *The Half-Drowned King* (Golden Wolf Saga 1); by: Linnea Hartsuyker
- *Katherine of Aragon* (Six Tudors Queens 1); by: Alison Weir
- *The Last Kingdom* (Saxons Stories 1); by: Bernard Cornwell
- *The Last Wish* (Witcher Novels 1); by: Andrzej Sapkowski
- *Outlander* (Outlander series 1); by: Diana Gabaldon
- *Stormbird* (Wars of the Roses 1); by: Conn Iggulden
- *Under the Eagle* (Eagle Series 1); by: Simon Scarrow
- *The White Queen* (Cousins’ War 1); by: Philippa Gregory
- *Wolf Hall* (Thomas Cromwell Trilogy 1); by: Hilary Mantel

**Watch:**

- *Black Sails*
- *The Borgias*
- *Marco Polo*
- *Medici: Masters of Florence*
- *Peaky Blinders*
- *Reign*
- *The Tudors*
- *Versailles*
- *Vikings*
- *The Witcher*
Binge Worthy: Shows that Keep You Entertained & Books that Relate

Perfect Pairings

Watch:               Read:

Dead to Me       The First Mistake; by: Sandie Jones

Friday Night Lights       Friday Night Lights: A town, a team, and a dream;
                       by: H.G. Bissinger

Gilmore Girls       Divine Secrets of the Ya-Ya Sisterhood; by Rebecca Wells

Harry Potter Movies       Harry Potter Book Series; by: J. K. Rowling

Heartland       The Horse Whisperer; by: Nicholas Evans

Jericho       The 5th Wave; by: Richard Yancey

Lost       Annihilation; by: Jeff Vander Meer

Marvelous Mrs. Maisel       The Wife; by: Meg Wolitzer

Outlander       Outlander series; by: Diana Gabaldon

Ozark       One for the Money; by: Janet Evanovich

Schitt’s Creek       Five Miles South of Peculiar; by: Angela Elwell Hunt

Series of Unfortunate Events       Series of Unfortunate Events; by: Lemony Snicket
While you are waiting for the next season of *Workin’ Moms*....

**Mommy Drama!**

**Read:**

- *And Now We Have Everything: On Motherhood Before I Was Ready*; by: Meaghan O’Connell
- *Bossypants*; by: Tina Fey
- *Confessions of a Scary Mommy: an Honest and Irreverent Look at Motherhood*; by: Jill Smokler
- *Dad is Fat*; by: Jim Gaffigan
- *Motherhood: The Second Oldest Profession*; by: Erma Bombeck
- *People I Want to Punch in the Throat*; by: Jen Mann
- *Sippy Cups are Not for Chardonnay*; by: Stefanie Wilder-Taylor
- *Unbuttoned: Women Open Up about the Pleasures, Pains and Politics of Breastfeeding*; by: Maureen Connolly and Dana Sullivan
- *Yes, Please!*; by: Amy Poehler

**Watch:**

- *American Housewife*
- *Better Things*
- *Catastrophe*
- *Girlfriend’s Guide to Divorce*
- *The Letdown*
- *Married*
- *Yummy Mummies*
Can't Get Enough of Reality TV?

Reality TV Treats

Want more LOVE IS BLIND
...but on an island? Watch TOO HOT TO HANDLE or read ISLAND AFFAIR by PRISCILLA OLIVERAS.
...but with secret pasts? Watch REALOVE.
...but full of fun romantic tropes? Watch ISN’T IT ROMANTIC.
...but through notes (instead of a wall)? Read THE FLATSHARE by BETH O’LEARY.
...but more on the psychology of love? Read FIVE LOVE LANGUAGES by GARY CHAPMAN.

Want more BACHELOR’S: LISTEN TO YOUR HEART
...but in book form? Read IN HARMONY by HELENA NEWBURY.
...but with some disability representation? Read MAYBE SOMEDAY by COLLEEN HOOVER.
...but more focused on the competition? Watch THE VOICE or SONGLAND.
...but with some story? Watch PITCH PERFECT.
...but more on how music works, read HOW MUSIC WORKS by DAVID BYRNE.

Want more FLIRTY DANCING
...but in book form? Read TAKE THE LEAD by ALEXIS DARIA.
...but full of teen angst? Read TINY PRETTY THINGS by SONA CHARAIPOTRA and DHONIELLE CLAYTON.
...but overcoming the odds? Read LIFE IN MOTION by MISTY COPELAND.
...but more focused on the competition? Watch DANCING WITH THE STARS or SO YOU THINK YOU CAN DANCE.
...but with more story? Watch DANCE ACADEMY.
Reality TV Treats

Want more **THE CIRCLE**
...but as a romance? Read **MY FAVORITE HALF-NIGHT STAND** by CHRISTINA LAUREN.
...but exploring more techno-social implications? Read **THE CIRCLE** by DAVE EGGERS.
...but with the Internet slang explained? Read **BECAUSE INTERNET** by GRETCHEN MCCULLOCH.
...but where the houseguests are in each other’s space? Watch **BIG BROTHER**.
...but more focus on catfishing? Watch **CATFISH**.
...but where social media helps solve a crime? Watch **SEARCHING**.

Want more **KEEPING UP WITH THE KARDASHIANS**
...but also in Dubai? Watch **HUDA BOSS**.
...but with a diverse cast? Watch **THE REAL HOUSEWIVES OF BEVERLY HILLS**.
...but with more story? Watch **THE HILLS**.
...but in book form? Read **THE DOLLHOUSE** by KIM, KOURTNEY, and KHLOE KARDASHIAN.
...but as a dystopian fantasy? Read **REBELS: CITY OF INDRA** by KENDALL and KYLIE JENNER.
...but full of lifestyle tips? Read **NEXT LEVEL BASIC** by STASSI SCHROEDER.
Obsessed with *Tiger King*?

Incredibly Bizarre True Stories

**Read:**

- *American Wolf: A True Story of Survival and Obsession in the West*; by: Nate Blakeslee
- *The Dinosaur Artist: Obsession, Betrayal, and the Quest for Earth’s Ultimate Trophy*; by: Paige Williams
- *The Falcon Thief: A True Tale of Adventure, Treachery, and the Hunt for the Perfect Bird*; by: Joshua Hammer
- *The Feather Thief: Beauty, Obsession and the Natural History Heist of the Century*; by: Kirk Wallace Johnson
- *H is for Hawk*; by: Helen MacDonald
- *Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil*; by: John Berendt
- *No Beast So Fierce: The Terrifying True Story of the Champawat Tiger, the Deadliest Man-Eater in History*; by: Dane Huckelbridge
- *The Tiger: A True Story of Vengeance and Survival*; by: John Vaillant

**Watch:**

- *Cat Dancers*
- *The Elephant in the Living Room*
- *Finders Keepers*
- *Gates of Heaven*
- *Genesis 2.0*
- *Grey Gardens*
- *Grizzly Man*
- *The Queen of Versailles*